Method for Assessing Contrast Performance under Lighting Conditions such as Entering a Tunnel on Sunny Day.
Clinical assessment of dark adaptation is time consuming and requires a specialised instrumentation such as a nyktometer. It is therefore not surprising that dark adaptation is rarely tested in practice. As for the case of testing fitness of a driver, demands on adaptation in daily driving tasks mostly depart from settings in a nyktometer. In daily driving, adaptation is stressed by high and fast transitions of light levels, and the period of time which is relevant to safe driving starts right after a transition and ends several seconds later. In the nyktometer dark adaptation is tested after completion of the adaptation process. RESULTS of a nyktometer test may therefore deliver little information about adaptation shortly after light transitions. In an attempt to develop a clinical test aiming to fulfill both a short measurement time and offering test conditions comparable to conditions in driving, we conducted a preliminary study in which contrast sensitivity thresholds were recorded for light transitions as found in daily driving tasks and for various times after transition onsets. Contrast sensitivity performance is compared to dark adaptation performance as assessed by a myktometer. Contrast sensitivity thresholds were recorded in 17 participants by means of a twin projection apparatus. The apparatus enabled the projection of an adapting field and of a Landolt ring both with a variable luminance. Five different stepwise transitions in levels of adapting luminance were tested. All transitions occurred from bright to dark. The Landolt ring was flashed 100 or 500 ms after the transition had occurred. Participants were instructed to report the orientation of the Landolt ring. A Rodenstock Nyktometer, Plate 501, was used to record dark adaptation threshold. Experimental data from the proposed test revealed a noticeably increasing contrast detection threshold measured in dark adaptation in the stronger transition from 14 000 to 8 cd/m2 than in the weaker transition from 2000 to 8 cd/m2. By raising the dark adaption luminance level from 8 to 60 cd/m2 in the stronger transition case, the contrast detection threshold was then improved by a factor of four. Another main finding showed that for the adaptation process from strong glare stimuli to the dark adaptation, a peak deterioration in contrast sensitivity occurred at the light adaptation level of 6000 cd/m2. Comparing the contrast performance assessed by the proposed test with that of the nyktometer test, there was no clear correlation between the two methods. Our suggested method to assess dark adaptation performance proved to be practical in use and, since the patient does not have to spend a long time to attain complete dark adaptation, the method required a short time for measurement. Our negative experience in the use of the myktometer was in agreement with reported experience in the literature.